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Prologue
Twenty years ago, Professor Lo Wai-luen (Xiao Si) and CUHK Library jointly built
the Hong Kong Literature Collec on and the Hong Kong Literature Database by
crea vely linking up researchers’ personal collec ons and the Library’s resources.
A er years of collec on, expansion and promo on, the two have become a
research pla orm of academic and social significance. The “Archiving Hong
Kong Literature” exhibi on showcases over a hundred selected items of Hong
Kong literary history and uses the concept of “archiving” to encourage thought
on instances of trace-leaving and preserva on in daily life. Besides the obvious,
“Hong Kong literature” also covers Hong Kong culture, the emo onal landscape of
Hong Kong litera , and the nature of Hong Kong civiliza on.

Rare Books
Books naturally form the bulk of the Hong Kong Literature Collec on. The
generosity of donors and our eﬀorts at collec on over the last two decades have
resulted in quite a few rare edi ons, including the publica ons of Hong Kong’s
first New Culture organiza on, Shoukuang chubanbu, as well as autographed or
inscribed edi ons. Located in the University Library, the Hong Kong Literature
Collec on does not limit itself to a narrow interpreta on of “literature”. The
adopted defini on of “rare edi on” and the criteria for collec on reflect the
disciplinary scope of Hong Kong literature and the need for research in this area.
Hence, in addi on to the first edi ons of celebrated writers, the exhibi on also
presents lesser-known genres, such as classical literature, pulp fic ons (30 cents
or 40 cents novels), literary works wri en in English, Chinese transla ons of
foreign literature, and foreign transla ons of Hong Kong literature. The aim is to
underscore Hong Kong as a rich and abundant cultural space where old and new,
Chinese and Western, come face to face.
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Newspapers and Magazines

Writers’ Possessions

Hong Kong’s newspaper industry began to flourish in the late Qing dynasty.
Besides conveying news, newspapers served as publishing pla orms for
literature. Although most were commercially run and catered to popular tastes,
those editors of newspaper supplements would some mes select new writers to
nurture fresh literary talent. Journals and magazines did not enjoy the popularity
of newspapers, but they were in a be er posi on to accommodate culturally
sophis cated—as well as avant-garde or experimental—literary works. Niche
magazines such as Haowangjiao (Cape of good hope) and Su Ye wenxue (Su Ye
literature) went on to become milestones in Hong Kong literary history, while
writers also contributed to general interest or cultural magazines. The boom in
literary socie es in the 1960s also birthed a number of not-for-sale, in-house
magazines in which the literary passion of younger writers le its mark.

Hong Kong’s literary wri ngs span a plethora of genres and themes. Print
publica ons contribute to a be er understanding of writers’ lives, their crea ve
trajectories and their mindsets. Manuscripts and personal possessions also open
a window into the links between writers and their works, and between works and
the eras in which they were created, thus oﬀering readers diﬀerent dimensions
and angles for thought. Handwri en manuscripts and correspondences are
par cularly valuable as they are vessels of sen ment and memory, as well as
testaments to friendships between writers across space and me, together
forming fascina ng snapshots of textual me. Personal items also depict the
richness and uniqueness of Hong Kong’s literary landscape.
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Digital Starry Sky
The preserva on and archiving of Hong Kong literature has been a long and
interes ng journey. From collectors salvaging rare out-of-print tomes from seas
of old documents, to researchers poring over original newspapers and journals,
microfilms, le ers and documents, Keyword in Context Indices, and hand-copied
index cards in order to organize the literary features and topics of an en re city,
the digital revolu on has enabled the fruits of labour to transcend geographical
boundaries to reach the world. The Hong Kong Literature Database, the Hong
Kong Writers and Ar sts Biographical Database, Hong Kong Literature Archive
developed by Professor Lo Wai-luen (Xiao Si), and digi zed tabloids can document
the richness and complexity of Hong Kong literature and invite like-minded
individuals to engage in digital research.

Epilogue
The establishment of the Hong Kong Literature Collec on at CUHK Library
would not have been possible without the vision and courage of its founders,
the magnanimity of the University and donors, the con nued development by
researchers and administrators, and the engagement of countless users who
are passing on the flame through their work and studies. Hong Kong literature
has made remarkable progress in the last 20 years. Archival studies, literary
topographical walks, interdisciplinary mul media content, and digital humani es
applica ons are but a small part of it. Thanks to such progress, the landscape
and historical roots of Hong Kong culture have become increasingly visible. In the
years ahead, we hope the Hong Kong Literature Collec on will con nue to grow
and become a space that integrates academic research with life memories, and
that allows readers to recall the roads already travelled, while at the same me
looking towards the future.

